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HOTEI. FOR I
AMBLER

by Newton M. Howard
"We've just  come  from

the Village of Ambler, wher'e
we       found       its       Hotel
Wyndham  to  be  one  of the
finest    and    best-equipped
hotels  we've  ever  seen  in  a
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lionaire   Edwin   Gould   on
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both  man  and  beast.  Gould
himself was at the reins of a
fine, carriage  drawn  by  four
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Germantown,     the     Gould
party was returning home by
the    scenic    route     which
brought them into Ambler of
1895.

Hotel  Wyndham  at  the
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present-day   Spring   Garden
Street.
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to    William    Blackburn    in
1892,   realizing   a  profit   of
$ 12'500.

Using   $5,000   of   this
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Shoemaker.  It  was  a part  of
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It's   assumed   that  little

more than excavation for the
foundation   was   done   that
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well  as  the  stables  and  car-
riage  shed.s,  began  the  fol-
lowing spnng.

By   mid-1894,  a   hand-
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mer.

The   Coopers   operated
the business successfully for
a   number   of   years   until
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their   hotel   to   a   creditor,
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good    investment,    Hipson
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The    Kerns,

years of successful
of their business,  ware  sud-
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brought   about   the   Era   of
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their operations.

(Coutinued on page 35)
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where  he  served  for  three
years.  Perhaps   "Wyndham"
seemed  a better  name  for  a
hotel   than   "Cooper".   We`11
probably never know.

Members    furnished    their
own  equipment  and  horses,
but  soon  after  enlisting,  all
independent companies were
required      by      the     War
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ENTEPPPISE

A Second
Hotel for
Ambler

(Coritinued from page 34)
In  an  effort  to  survive

this Prohibition period, Mrs.
Lydia Ken arranged for the
entire contents of the hotel to
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apartments,   with  the   first
floor  reserved  for  commer-
cial   and  office   space.  The
Wentworth   Bakery   leased
most  of  the  ground  floor,
with  the  remainder  of  the
space becoming small stores
and    offices.    All    signage
referring  to  the  bar  or  the
di.spensing of alcohol had to
be removed by law.

For   fourteen   years   it
was  operated   as   an   apart-
ment   building.   The   most
prominent  tenant  Occupying
the first floor during the peri-
od     1928-1932     was     the
Ambler Postoffice. Entrance
to  the  Postoffice  was  from
Spring Garden Street.

And now in 1933 comes
the  longrawaited  news  that
the  Prohibition Act of  1919
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aim to place the Wyridham in
the   front   ranks    Of   such
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before   it   was   closed   in
1919."  Mr.  Ken  was  quite
frank in stating that "it is due
to the restoration of beer that

twoereainreinmth¥#yirEiFo8%
to its original status."

Now  for  a  theory  con-
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Army  during  the  Civil War.
He was in the Quartemaster
Department  at  Indianapolis
for  a  year,  after  which  he
helped onganiae an indepep-
dent           company           in
M ontg ornery             Co unty.

Department to be attached to
a   unit.   Cooper's   company
became    a   part   of   "Col.
Wyndham's"  Company  "A",
First  New   Jersey   Cavalry,
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All are welcome to the
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at the intersection of
Limekiln Pike,
Nondstown Rd.
and Welsh Rd.
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Special Thanks
to Sam's Club!  ,
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